The only
Gig in
town

Awesome full-ﬁbre internet has arrived

G

(1,000Mbps)

£20/ month

Hyperfast, simple and
digitally inclusive
Why our customers choose Weﬁbre?

£
Stay
ﬂexible

No sneaky
fees

Unlimited
usage

Perfect for
gaming

Share big
ﬁles in a ﬂash

Ultrafast,
ultra-reliable

You can sign
up for a year or
roll monthly,
whatever suits
you.

We’ll never raise
your price
during your
commitment
period.

Stream, browse,
download,
socialise and
game to your
heart’s content.

Play hard and
stream hard,
with 6 x the
nations average
upload speeds.

Feel the speed
when you
download,
share even the
biggest ﬁles.

Post cat photos
whilst you stream,
pur network is
tested at 99.99%
reliability.

We dared to do what all other providers can but won’t. We’re the only provider in the UK to
offer Gigabit only hyperfast full ﬁbre broadband at an unbeatable affordable price point.

They wouldn’t, so WeFibre did.

We’re the broadband
provider the industry doesn’t
want to see win

No strings and no sneaky

We stand for one thing
Gigabit internet, nothing more nothing

fees

less. We could offer you a whole load of

Not only do we like to keep things

We believe in impact, we believe in

other lesser speed products but why

simple but we also like to keep them

digital inclusion, we believe if everyone

would we bother when we can give

ﬂexible. Sign up for a year or roll monthly

has access to Gigabit ﬁbre great things

everyone a Gig. We only offer one

if you can’t or don’t want to commit – it’s

can happen in Britain.

Gigabit product for both home and

up to you. we’ll never increase your price

business customers. Simple and packs

during that period. So, if you’ve signed

a punch.

up for 12 months at one price, that’s the
price it’ll stay all year.

Choose your full ﬁbre gig
Gig Home
Speed
Price
Package details

Install fee

1 Gbps (1,000Mbps)
12 months £20

Rolling £30

Gig Business
1 Gbps (1,000Mbps)
12 Months £60

Rolling £72

Unlimited data
Average speed 900Mbps
Free router

Unlimited data
Average speed 900Mbps
Free router

£49 installation fee
Or
free with a Rural Gigabit
Connectivity (RGC) Voucher

£49 installation fee
Or
free with a Rural Gigabit
Connectivity (RGC) Voucher

*Average speeds, achievable by 50% of users, are 900Mb on a 1Gb connection.
900Mb speed is not achievable by a single device over wiﬁ, for this
speed a wired connection is required.

Sign up on weﬁbre.com and try us out commitment free!
Our own ﬁbre network can operate alongside your current broadband service so why not try us for free for 30 days.
If you’re not blown away by our 1,000Mbps speeds, you can leave us free of charge - no hard feelings!

When the UK average is just 54.2Mbps as our competition like to point
out, why would we sell you the average.

Our mission is to simply to do
the right thing for Britain by
ensuring everyone has the
access they need and deserve.
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*We don’t
need to price
match, we’re the
provider others fear
to price match, you
can hold us to that.

Switching is as easy as 1, 2, 3...

1

2

3

Register your interest

Pick your package

Get connected

Register on weﬁbre.com
and our team will let you
know if WeFibre is
available at your address

Select a plan to suit
your need and
budget

Our installations take just
1 hour and can be
booked the very next day

Hyperfast and hyper-affordable

Download speed

Up to 300Mbps

Up to 76Mbps

Up to 350Mbps

1,000Mbps

1,000Mbps

Average download speed

300Mbps

67Mbps

362Mbps

900Mbps

900Mbps

Upload speed

Up to 49Mbps

Up to 19Mbps

Up to 36Mbps

1,000Mbps

1,000Mbps

Monthly pricing with offer

£49.99 (24m)

£26 (18m)

£43 (12m)

£51 (12m)

£20

Monthly pricing after offer

£52.99

£41

£59

£63

£20

Annual cost with offer

£609.87

£312

£516

£641

£240

Minimum period

24 months

18 months

12 months

12 months

1 month

Setup fee

£9.99

Free

Free

£29

Free or £49

Included calls

Free weekend

None

Free weekend

Free evening &
weekend

No line rental

Can I get it?
Visit weﬁbre.com

Register your interest
on our website

Vote for WeFibre
with your Broadband
upgrade fund
voucher!

How do we work with local communities?
WeFibre is a part of Telcom Group, who are on a mission to change the world by
empowering communities. WeFibre has been speciﬁcally designed to unlock all
the beneﬁts of the governments RGC & BUF programmes, in turn ensuring they
help local rural communities get future-ready with Hyperfast broadband.
Visit weﬁbre.com/rural-community-ﬁbre to discover more about our Rural
Community Fibre programme.

Talk to our team

get@weﬁbre.com
0330 229 0222

